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 Dream Forever

Dreams of friendship

Dreams of warmth

Dreams of kindness

Waking alone

Dreams of adventure

Dreams of fun

Dreams of hope

Waking with none

As I get worse my dreams get better

And soon I'll want to dream forever

So in my bed I'll stay and sleep

Until I finally take the leap
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 Air

I need air

I can't breathe

This weight on my chest

Its killing me

I walk around

And do normal things

But all the while

I can't breathe 

I need air

I feel compressed

I just want to be my very best

I'm choking

I'm struggling

I'm crying

I'm dying

I need air

I can't breathe
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 It

It's watching 

It keeps a close eye 

When I see it in the mirror 

It makes me want to cry 

It whispers in my ear 

And tells me what to say 

I don't know how to tell it 

To just go away 

Please tell me you can see it 

Am I the only one 

it's sucking out my life 

And having lots of fun
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 Passing By

The world passed her by

As time seemed to fly

She tried to keep track

But kept falling back

In her mind she was stuck

No one gave a fuck

So the world kept on moving

Well her thoughts kept on looming

And as her life came to an end

She wished to go back and mend

But the past is the past

And it's gone way to fast 

So try to fill that gap

Before its gone to crap
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 Paranoid

I'm scared of the monster under my bed 

I'm frightened by demons in my head 

Everyday is filled with dread 

I must be paranoid 

I sleep in the day, never at night 

The voices behind me fill me with fright 

I know I'll never win this fight 

I must be paranoid 

It just gets worse with each bad dream 

All I want to do is scream 

I wake up and see them staring at me 

I don't think I'm paranoid
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 Lost

I'm lost 

I can't make my way back 

I can't find myself 

I don't know when I lost track 

I'm lost 

I can't live like this 

I can't keep on fighting 

I don't want to fall into the abyss 

I'm lost 

I can't  

I just can't  

I don't have the will to care 

I'm lost
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 Universe

The universe is many things 

With so much unexplored 

It's filled with darkness and silence 

And its limitless (as far as we know) 

  

In the grand scheme of things 

Nothing truly matters 

But you only get one shot 

So try to live It better 

  

Its true the universe is vast 

And someday you'll meet your end 

But life is so short 

So you must live it the best you can 
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 Tired

I'm tired

It's all I seem to feel

Tired

Completely broken

And tired

In a world filled with hate

So tired

Very tired

Too tired

I need a fucking nap
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 I Would Love To See You Again

You always were so very kind

And never afraid to speak your mind

Now here you have left me behind 

I would love to see you again 

Your perfume was so strong and sweet

And seeing you was always a treat

But now it seems your time's complete 

I would love to see you again 

You always were pretty bold

And never did what you were told

I never noticed you got old 

Oh god... 

I wish I could see you again
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 Fuck Off

What a fucking prick

I mean seriously,

What a dick

Sitting on your high horse

You're such a piece of shit 

You think the world's for you

And it is at your whim 

But I always knew

You would lose it all in the end 

So go ahead and cry

Make me feel like shit

But I don't fucking care

Fuck off, you fucking bitch
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 I don't want to be here anymore

All the screaming 

All the fighting 

All the cigarettes I felt like lighting 

Every day I just feel worse 

  

I don't want to be here anymore 

  

All the trying 

All the crying 

All the times I've felt like dying 

I feel like I must have been cursed 

  

I don't want to be here anymore 

  

All the denying 

All the prying 

All I need is to be flying 

Away from you, I must disperse 

  

I don't want to be here anymore
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 Burn

I've never been one for a knife

Cutting never seemed my type

The fire is what called my name

And then I watched it burn 

At first I would just sit and watch

But then I dragged my hand across

The pain was spreading through my skin

And then I felt it burn 

The pain was always bittersweet

An escape from cruel reality

My mind was coming apart at the seams

And then I let it burn
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 Below

I want to soar

And spread my wings

Take the leap

A new beginning

Go on adventures

Start a quest

Up in the sky

I'll feel my best

But alas

I will not go

Because I'm not afraid of heights

But of falling below
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 Trump

You bitch

You dick

You utter piece of shit

Just leave us alone

You aren't what we should get

Every time I think of you

I'm only left with stress

And I can't help but wonder

What's fucked up in your head

So just leave us alone

Find somewhere else to be

Cause you aren't what we want

So kindly fucking leave
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 She Will Forgive

Scream

Shout

Yell

Pout

Beg her for forgiveness

And she will forgive 

Hurt

Push

Crowd

Ambush

Tell her you are sorry

And she will forgive 

You'll try

She believes

You'll change

She'll see

But you will never stop

And she will always forgive
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 Loving Myself

Call me vain

Or self obsessed

But I know

When I'm at my best

Just because

I think I'm fine

Doesn't mean

I've crossed a line

I love me

I worked hard for that

I hated myself

And I'm glad that passed

So you can hate me

I really don't care

Because I have my own love

So you don't need to share
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 Final Bow

At last the fight is over

Please take a final bow

The battle was well fought

Still seems you lost somehow 

You were a good opponent

Powerful, chilling, and vile

I swear I'm not trying to gloat

But I say this with a smile 

Your time must now end

You have to be dead

So with a laugh I raise my sword

And I chop off your head 

Your power over me is gone

I will begin anew

My world looks so much brighter now

Sunnier without you
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 You Did Nothing

I told you I was hurt

Abandoned? and afraid

Dying from an inescapable pain

I told you it was horrible

You didn't bat an eye 

You did nothing 

I told you life is worthless

It's just a stupid game

That apathy was soon to be all that remained

I told you I was sorry

You didn't seem to mind 

You did nothing 

I told you goodbye in my note

The pills will end the pain

Maybe you'll miss me when I'm gone

I laughed at the thought

You didn't care about me 

You did nothing
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 I'm Screwed

Bitter sweet

I'm in too deep

Her hair

Her eyes

The way she looks at me

She's not in love

But I sure am

Damn 

I'm screwed
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 The Wrath of a Good Man

His smile was big

His eyes were bright

He always was filled with such delight

Nothing could break his spirit 

He was a good man 

He was kind

He liked to help

He cared for the people with less wealth

No worries about what he could lose 

He was a good man 

You took advantage

You broke his heart

You tore his whole life apart

Nobody worried about what he'd do 

He was a good man 

He couldn't coupe

He was on his own

He hated the world for leaving him alone

Not as much as he hated you 

He was a good man 

He took your spirit

He broke your soul

He couldn't take back what you stole

But he could take the same from you 

He's not a good man
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 Red Dress

Silk fabric

Looks divine

Perfect for today

Soft texture

Blood red

No one will see the stains

Fits flawlessly

Just right

I'll never wear it again

Don't struggle

Sit still

This dress won't go to waste
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 Worry

I was never young

I was never a kid

I was worried the second I was born

I used to worry about the future

Now I worry about the past

And I'm sure I'll worry more

I never tried to make new friends

I never forgot my doubts

I never relaxed and just existed

Childhood passed me by

Adulthood's the next milestone

I was born worried

And I will die worried

It's all I've ever known
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 Normality

My heart is racing

My thoughts are chasing

There is no escaping

I want to be happy

I don't mean to be sappy

But can't I please stop feeling so crappy

My life isn't bad

I've no reason to be sad

But if I don't go out and live I think I might go mad

But how can I live

Life doesn't want to give

So in normality I continue captive
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 Make It Better

I love her so

She's perfect bliss

The smile she shares

Her lovely kiss

When I feel down

She makes it better

I hold her tight

I have to ask her 

"Will you hug me close?

Will you keep me safe?

Will you make the world okay?

When life goes wrong, or I'm feeling blue, will you grab my hand, and pull me through?" 

She loves me so

I can't see why

She says it's how

I make her fly

When she feels down

I make it better

She holds me tight

And so I tell her 

"I will hug you close.

I will keep you safe.

I will make the world okay.

When life goes wrong, or your feeling blue, I will grab your hand, and pull you through."
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 Bad World, Sad People

The world is bad

A horrible place

Sad people hide

Behind a smiling face

They let you know them

They let you care

But then they're gone

It fills you with despair

The world is dark

And fragile like glass

And I see it for what it is

Cold, careless, and crass
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 Death of Beauty

She's wonderful

Absolutely beautiful

Gorgeous, fantastic

And completely unforgettable

I look into her eyes

And I see the whole world

Not what it is

But what it should be 

She not doing well

She's going through hell

Clinging to her death bed

Pain to horrible to tell

I look into her eyes

And I see surrender

Not what she deserves

But what she has 

She's dead

Too much is left unsaid

What was once perfection

Is cold and lifeless instead

I look into her eyes

And I see nothing

Not what it should be

But what it is
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 Out of Sight

What's that creaking

Alone in the night

Waiting for a moment

The perfect time to strike

It doesn't want your friendship

It just needs a bite

The creatures that crawl

Just out of sight
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 Hypnotizing

She's odd

Definitely? so

A riddle wrapped in an enigma

I just can't tell her no 

She does these strange things

And they make me upset

But she snaps her fingers

And I just forget 

She gets what she wants

Fortune favors the bold

But she is a bit blunt

Still I do what I'm told 

She's hypnotizing

A danger to my health

But I won't give her up

So I can't save myself
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 We're Fucked

You're only happy when things are bad

When people are feeling alone and sad

Never helping people out of a crappy situation

Instead taking joy in their frustration

It's amazing

You sit there laughing, eyes glazing

Stupider than most babies

It's crazy

How you got so far

Stupidity was your car

Your idiotic mind

It made you popular in no time

So now you're? in charge

Your ego so large

It's up with the stars

And we know the fault is ours

We led a monster to leadership

Now we're really regretting it

But it's too late to fix now

So take a fucking bow 

We're fucked
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 All Over

I'm breaking

Scattering around

Pieces of me

Fall to the ground 

If I pick them up

They just slip away

Out of grasp

They have to stay 

I can't be put together

Not anymore

So I'll stay here

All over the floor
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 Closing Gate

What if I start the mission though

I go somewhere I never knew

I take a risk

I take a chance

I forget my fears and let myself dance

But I can't go through

I fear it's fate

I stay on this side of the closing gate
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 Waiting For Okay

It used to hurt

The pain in my chest

When you said those things

They made me feel like less

I'd cry

I'd scream

I'd stomp my feet

Why would you say such things to me

But now I'm numb

I don't feel at all

No fighting back

No punching walls

You wanted me scared

Well thats too bad

I'm not scared

I'm not even mad

Just rotting inside

Waiting for the day

When you are gone

And I can be okay
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 Everything's Shit

I woke up this morning with a blanket of dread 

  

My thoughts weigh my head to the bed 

  

You're gone and I don't know what to do 

  

I can't crack a smile 

  

I can't laugh without you 

  

So maybe I'll just stay here for a bit 

  

Because life without you makes everything shit
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 Liar

"Are you doing okay" 

"Are you feeling alright" 

the questions they ask 

no answers ever right 

"I'm fine" I reply with a painted on smile 

"You're lying" they say in their usual style 

But if I told the truth about how I felt 

"I'm feeling unimportant and anxious please help" 

They would tell me I'm being dramatic 

So I'll just lie as I slip into the static
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 I Can't Get Out Of Bed Today

 

I can't get out of bed today  

I'm sorry to disappoint 

It's warm and nice and safe in here 

The world is sad and cold 

I can't get out of bed today 

It's to daunting a task 

My bed holds me tight while I cry all night 

The world would only laugh 

I can't get out of bed today 

Not even for a snack 

My stomach growls but I don't want to eat  

The world makes me feel like crap  

I can't get out of bed today
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 Bitter

 

You make me bitter  

It's not your fault 

I look at you 

And my security haults 

Your eyes are bright 

Your future is clear 

And I'm sitting in the dark  

Way over here  

You make me think 

About myself 

Where I want to be 

Where I am now 

And I can't help 

But look at you 

You have this glow 

This way about you 

This confidence in every stride 

Should make me like you 

It makes me want to die 

It's not your fault 

Don't be like me 

You keep on smiling  

And I'll stare bitterly 
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 Make it

 

Life really knows how to take me down  

   

How to get me to the sky and rip me back to the ground  

   

And I know I should just power through  

   

But the truth is that's just to hard to do  

   

How can I keep on going when everything hurts  

   

The world feels like it's getting worse and worse  

   

And I really miss when I could just smile  

   

I haven't done that in quite a while  

   

But each day I'll say I'm fine again  

   

Even to my closest friends  

   

Because I can't bear to say to you  

   

That I'm afraid I won't make it through 
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 Generous Liquid

 

Generous liquid  

   

Always bringing gifts  

   

It takes away the pain  

   

Gives my confidence a lift  

   

Generous liquid  

   

Have some more if you dare  

   

I'll regret it in the morning  

   

But for now it's hard to care  

   

Generous liquid  

   

Bring me out of the dark  

   

Cause I'll feel so anxious tomorrow  

   

So please give me a spark  

   

Generous liquid  

   

As I puke you back up  

   

I won't worry about the vomit  

   

Time to down another cup  

   

Generous liquid 
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 Say Something

 

She sits as her eyes glaze  

A bright mind going to waste 

And if she had the nerve 

She'd say something
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 Fucking Douche

Do I fucking offend you 

So sorry to displease 

I am sure you would like me better on my knees 

All you want is open legs and a mouth 

But if I used it to talk you'd want me out 

You really think you're so great 

Thinking every girl wants a date 

Trying to get all the girls to suck your dick 

When it's about the size of a toothpick 

Telling them not to choke on it 

It's some funny shit 

Yet I'm so confused 

Should I be angry or just amused 

Cause I can laugh but its still sad 

You think I need you so bad 

But I don't want to be with you 

So go find someone else to screw 
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 Promise You'll Remember

Promise you'll remember me 

I do not want to go 

but the nights are cold 

and it's gets so old 

this is no longer home 

  

Promise you'll remember me 

it's hard to say goodbye 

my skin is scared 

and its all too hard 

I just feel so alone 

  

Promise you'll remember me 

but not what I've become 

remember the smiles 

every once in awhile 

what I was before I was numb
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 Kill the Rainbows

Why must you kill the rainbows

Do you think we are wrong

All we've ever wanted was for us to get along

Why must you kill the rainbows

We just want to live

You take away our lives but we have so much love to give

Why must you kill the rainbows

Do you need to stop our hearts

Is who we are so bad that it tears you apart

Why must you kill the rainbows

We will not go away

No matter how much fear you bring we are always here to stay

Try to kill the rainbows

We always will come back

There are to many of us here for you to keep track

You'll never kill the rainbows

We will fight to be here

It's time for the rainbows to stop living in fear
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 Am I Awake?

Am I awake 

  

I must be asleep 

  

Awake is something that I just couldn't be 

  

It must be a nightmare 

  

Life can't be this bad 

  

I hope when I wake up I won't be so sad 

  

This all seems like nonsense 

  

It isn't for real 

  

But that doesn't change how bad it feels 

  

I'll wake up at some point 

  

Or I may not 

  

It seems for now it's here I'm caught 
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 Explaining Anxiety

Anxiety, to me at least 

  

Is kind of like a kind of beast 

  

It's always there and sometimes small 

  

But other times it's 10 feet tall 

  

It follows around telling me I'm wrong 

  

Believe me when I say it's strong 

  

I think it thinks it's trying to help 

  

But it does nothing good for my mental health 

  

Anxiety is a monster I can't escape 

  

I try to talk and it leaves my mouth agape 

  

The words unable to flow clearly 

  

And then I'm stuttering severely 

  

The words tumble out of my mouth 

  

But they aren't quite right and it's all going south 

  

I feel the pressure building up 

  

Anxiety devours my embarrassment by the cup 

  

And suddenly I just can't breathe 
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It feels like somethings choking me 

  

I feel my heart with every beat 

  

And in my head it just repeats 

  

"You're so stupid, look at what you've done" 

  

Suddenly I wish I had a gun 

  

Just get the thoughts out of my head 

  

My hands go numb, my face is red 

  

Will I ever be okay again? 

  

If I will please tell me when 

  

When did everything start to shake 

  

I'm making too many mistakes 

  

I feel my walls caving in 

  

Now everything starts to spin 

  

And suddenly it all goes black 

  

Just another anxiety attack
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 Don't give up

 

Your tears are for now  

But you will feel better soon 

Don't give up, my love
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 Just Follow the System

Follow the system, 

  

It's always worked this way. 

  

This is the way it will stay. 

  

It's a system. 

  

It just works. 

  

How could you not agree? 

  

Saying something needs to change is a personal attack on me!! 

  

You don't agree with the system? 

  

Do you have a better plan? 

  

Do you think your so tough standing up against 'The Man'? 

  

Follow the system. 

  

There's no need for a fight, 

  

and you should never think it isn't right. 

  

It will always be the same. 

  

So don't ever use some wisdom. 

  

Stop fighting for what you believe. 

  

just follow the system. 
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 Black Umbrellas

 

Lonely days  

Black umbrellas 

Cloudy mind 

And crying sky's 

Dark fears 

They consume me 

Don't leave me 

Don't let it rain
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 Promise You Will

 

If I fall  

   

Say you'll catch me  

   

Promise you will  

   

Promise you will  

   

And when I cry  

   

Please hold on to me  

   

Promise you will  

    

Promise you will  

   

And I know you aren't here anymore  

   

I swear I'm not delusional  

   

But I need you to be  

   

Please be here with me  

   

Promise you will  

   

Promise you will 
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 Naked

I feel naked

My emotions are rough

I try to let them out

But it gets too tough

I feel naked

It's easier to hold back

Nobody will judge

No need for attack

I feel naked

I don't want to be

My eyes are wet

Tears are all I see

I feel naked

I can't hold on

My emotions break free

Everything is wrong

I feel naked

Put the clothes back on

Must gain back composure

Emotions are gone

I feel naked

But I can't for too long

Naked is embarrassing

I'll pretend to be strong

But I feel naked
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 Voice of Anxiety

Look at you 

  

Are you feeling distressed 

  

Each word stumbles out like a tumbling mess 

  

They hate you 

  

Can't you see 

  

Their eyes are staring judgingly 

  

And if their eyes could shoot daggers 

  

You know that they would surely stab you 

  

The stares all dissect you slowly 

  

Ripping you apart searching for something 

  

Maybe confidence 

  

They won't find an ounce 

  

Maybe that's how they know to pounce 

  

Is this all in my head 

  

It just might be 

  

But all I can see is them hating me
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 Grim

If you hate me that's alright

Cause I lie awake every night

Wondering how I turned out so bad

I hope my absence makes you glad

I'll hate myself til my final breath

But I am on my way to death

And when he greets me, I will go

I'll gladly leave this world I know
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 Unfit

I think I could lay here for awhile 

  

I wish I could forget your smile 

  

The way you gazed into my eyes 

  

You leaving me is no surprise 

  

Cause I was never good enough 

  

I know that sometimes I am rough 

  

But I would have tried to fix me for you 

  

I would have done all I could do 

  

Am I really such a mess 

  

That our love just brought you stress 

  

When I held your hand I could have flown 

  

The warmth of you was beautiful and unknown 

  

But when you held mine, I was a weight 

  

Another problem on your plate 

  

I held you down, I never wanted that 

  

And when you left I fell with a splat 

  

You fly away, like you should 
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Please try to live a life that's good 

  

You deserve everything you dream 

  

I'll drown my sorrows in ice cream
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 Happy

I say I'm happy 

I'm a liar 

My world's a mess 

It's all on fire
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 Porcelain Doll

Glass eyes and porcelain skin

Look to her and think of sin

Her touch is like a hazy dream

Her mind is in a world unseen

I don't think I could be fonder

Of when she let's my hands wander

Porcelain doll

So fragile and cute

We know what we want

So we do what we choose

In a world of sadness

It's easy to cry

But one taste of her

And kiss your troubles goodbye
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 Please like me

 

I want to be liked  

   

Everyone does  

   

It's not what it should be  

   

But I will hold back  

   

In fear of attack  

   

Of their judgy stares at me  

   

I shouldn't care  

   

But I really can't help  

   

But avoid that dirty look  

   

Cause if you don't think  

   

Then you'll be unique  

   

And that's not by the book  

   

I know it is wrong  

   

But it's hard to change  

   

I don't want to be alone  

   

So I will just be  

   

Someone who's not me  
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Just another clone 
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 Tense

I can't breathe

My chest pounds like a beating drum

My hands are numb

I'm going numb

I can't breathe

So much fear of growing old

Don't want to be cold

Dead and cold

I can't breathe

What's that ringing in my ear

Do you hear

Does anybody ever fucking hear

I can't breathe

The future is all I can see

I just want to be

Why can't I just be

I can't breathe
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 Hold The Sun Up

Hold the sun up in my sky 

  

Don't let it weigh you down 

  

If it goes 

  

I know I know 

  

I'll end up under ground 

  

I can't let it fall for even a second 

  

Not move even an inch 

  

Cause if it goes 

  

I know I know 

  

What will happen then 

  

When it rains it pours 

  

It's hard to soar 

  

With tears dribbling down 

  

So don't let it drop 

  

Stay up top 

  

Keep it high in the sky 

  

Cause we both know 
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When the rain falls 

  

So do I 
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 Dreams

 

The way my mind soars at night  

   

Dreams bringing me to life  

   

Don't wake me up  

   

I'm doing fine  

   

My sleep gets everything off my mind  

   

Why live real life when I could be  

   

Flying high  

   

Being free  

   

The world can only tear me down  

   

It makes me feel like such a clown  

   

So in my dream land I will stay  

   

The real worlds nightmares far away  

   

Cause I'm so sick of hopeless crying  

   

So I'm just going to stop trying 
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 Empty Now

 

Everything feels  

Empty now 

In my heart 

It's empty now 

And in my mind 

I'm empty now 

Every smile 

Is empty now 

Just look at me 

So empty now 

Because this world 

Feels empty now 

So empty now 

Too empty now
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 Anxiety Is

Anxiety is the voice that tells me how I'm wrong 

Singing the same damn song 

Never off just always on 

  

Anxiety is that snaking feeling 

That grabs my heart and leaves me reeling 

But I just have to keep concealing 

  

Anxiety is the buzzing sound 

That makes my head keep spinning round 

And I just feel lost but never found 

  

Anxiety is dying like a flower 

As I run out of power 

So I start to wilt and cower 

  

Anxiety is trying to keep fighting 

But it strikes me down like lighting 

And everything is just so frightening
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 Tell Me

Tell me I'll be fine

Tell me everything is okay

Tell me this will pass

Tell me to wait another day

Tell me lies

Tell me stories

Tell me anything to keep me at bay

But don't tell me the truth

I couldn't handle that
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 Warm Again

 

The moon has had me for so long  

   

Its cold grasp is very strong  

   

But I could be too  

   

Maybe then  

   

The sun could be my friend  

   

Maybe then  

   

I could be warm again 
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 I Wish I Could

  

I wish I could explain to you

Why I feel like this

I wish I could lay my story out like a book

And you could read

And understand

I wish I could just show you

What I feel when I'm this way

Show you the clouds inside my mind

And the bricks that weigh in my chest

Cause if I could only pick one person

To blow the clouds away

And help me with this weight

I wish I could choose you

But I can't lay my story out like a book

I can't give you my pages to read

I don't have the words to explain

What I feel is hard to write

And hard to say

And hard to think

So I'll do it alone

Cause I can never word it

But god dammit

I wish I could
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 Inhale

 

Inhale  

   

I don't want my heart to stop  

I don't want to breathe you out  

And never be able to breathe you back in again  

I don't want you to drift out of my lungs 

I don't want to forget the spot I hold for you in my chest 

But I can't hold my breath much longer 

I don't want to run out of oxygen 

I don't want to need more then you to keep me going 

But I need more air than just one breath 

I don't want to stay still 

Yet I don't want to move forward 

And it's getting harder and harder to see straight with you trapped in my chest 

I don't want to go on this way 

I don't want to ever let you go 

But I know I must 

   

Exhale 
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 Traumatized

 

I wish people could understand  

   

That I am traumatized 

    

That I used to wake up in the middle of the night screaming  

   

Expecting to die  

   

I was broken then  

   

And I am just glued back together now  

   

But I fall apart sometimes  

   

And I still wake up thinking I'm dying  

   

Sometimes  

   

But now I don't scream  

   

I just silently cry  

   

Cause I've learned to quiet myself  

   

To convince others I am fine  

   

But it's gotten so hard to lie  
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 Depression is my Friend

Depression is my friend

He always is around

He finds me when I'm lost

And in his arms I am found

Depression is my friend

It's always him and I alone

When the world turns upside-down

He is where I build my home

Depression is my friend

He has a tight grasp on my heart

I could never let him go

We will never be apart

Depression is my friend
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 Splat

 

I'm scared  

   

I'll always be falling  

   

But I'm more scared  

    

Of ever landing  

   

Because I've been crashing  

   

For so long  

   

And I've built up  

   

So much momentum  

   

That when I finally hit the ground  

   

I'll land with a  

   

Splat 
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 It Seems

A heart so full it aches

Threatening to break

It's all becoming such a common theme

It seems

But now she's in corner crying

I know she's just so sick of trying

Another day wasted on pipe dreams

It seems

She will find some way to mend it

Even if now she can't comprehend it

One day she'll have a smile that will beam

It seems

For now she'll have to power through

Though it's an awful thing to do

In time it will all move upstream

It seems
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 Numb

 

I feel myself sink  

   

The world is unreal  

   

I try to just process  

   

But it's so hard to feel  

   

The emotions I have  

   

That usually yell so loud  

   

Fade into the back  

   

And are mere whispers now  

   

Wouldn't say I'm unfeeling  

   

Just lost in the dull  

   

Soon the numbness will pause  

   

And the emotion will break my skull 
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 Nowhere

 

I breathe in the stale air  

That never satisfies my lungs 

I drink the insipid water  

But the dryness stays on my tounge  

Each day passes the same as the last 

Kind of fuzzy like a dream 

I watch myself take plenty of steps 

But I don't get as far as it seems
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 Robot

 

I want my processers  

   

To process this  

   

And for me to keep going  

   

I want to feel none of it  

   

To go on without knowing  

   

How much it hurts to break inside  

   

Machines don't worry about that  

   

But I feel it tear me down  

   

And turn my heart into scrap  

   

I want to be   

unfeeling  

   

So the world can not faze me  

   

I don't want to worry about healing  

   

Cause the bad things would barely graze me  

   

Please make me a robot  

   

Make me numb inside  

   

Cause lately  
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Feelings just make me want to hide 
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 Show Me

 

Show me the world  

   

Like I saw when I was young  

   

So beautiful and new  

   

Like spring had always just sprung  

   

Show me the world  

   

And the good that's inside  

   

Block out all the darkness  

   

Make the light easier to find  

   

Show me the world  

   

In a way I no longer see it  

   

Not so deformed and mind numbing  

   

Not in a way that crushes spirts  

   

Show me the world  

   

So I can't tell your lying  

   

Make it a beautiful story  

   

Just make it so I can stop crying  

   

Show me a world  
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 Monsters

 

Monsters in my head  

   

Find a life under my bed  

   

Screaming loud into the night  

   

"You can't do anything right"  

   

I know, I don't do anything right  

   

They scream and shout for hours  

   

Turning any good dream sour  

   

Shouting how I "can't expect to be liked"  

   

Why would I think I could be liked  

   

Yelling things I already know  

   

Below my bed they only grow  

   

"You are weak, we have the power"  

   

I'm so weak to their power  

   

And I only grow weaker  

   

They make my world seem so much bleaker  

   

"You'll never be happy, don't you see that?"  

 I see that, I don't want to see that
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 Caged

  

I'm sick to my stomach 

  

I'm stuck here with no car 

  

Want to run to a new city 

  

My mind is surrounded by bars 

  

Trapped with feelings I can't handle 

  

And knowing I cannot go far 

  

I don't know how to get out 

  

My mind is surrounded by bars 

  

Feeling so crazy is a common place 

  

I don't know what made me so bizarre 

  

I'd do anything to fly 

  

My mind is surrounded by bars
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 Get off

 

In my hair  

   

My eyes  

   

My clothes  

   

How it got here  

   

No one knows  

   

But it weighs me down  

   

It's even stuck between my toes  

   

Get off of me  

   

Get it off of me 
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 Maybe

Maybe it's better to stay hidden 

  

Maybe my walls keep me safe 

  

Maybe sad is better 

  

Than going past my front gate 

  

Maybe I should just stay here 

  

Where I know I'm okay 

  

Maybe being locked away is better 

  

Maybe it'll start to feel better
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 Insatiable

 

It doesn't really matter  

   

How hard I try to explore  

   

No matter what new heights I reach  

   

I always need more 
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 Don't Make Me Go Home

 

It all seems  

   

So clear to me  

   

There is no fear  

   

When I am here  

   

I hold these moments  

   

So dear to me  

   

There's so much cheer  

   

When I am here 
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 More

 

I know I shouldn't  

   

But I just want more  

   

I'm tired of waiting  

   

At life's door  

   

I just want to live  

   

I can't ignore  

   

There's no satisfaction  

   

I always want more 
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 Sunset Blush

Rosy pink drinks

Fuzzy vision

Tonight has been

An impulsive decision

But I don't regret it

I hope you won't either

Cause the taste of adventure

Couldn't be finer
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 Panic

 

It's ending  

   

It's crashing down  

   

I can barely stand  

   

On the shaking ground  

   

The sky is falling  

   

Or is it just an apple  

   

I can't even tell anymore 
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 Grief

 

Goodbye my love  

   

Though I can't believe it's so  

   

I can't tell you how much  

   

I hate to see you go  

   

As you lie in the ground  

   

Beneath the world that we have built  

   

I'll allow myself to grieve  

   

Until the flowers wilt 
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 Distraction

 

I want to stay out late  

   

Not worry about my fate  

   

Let it all slip away  

   

To nothing but dust  

   

I'll swallow a pill  

   

If you tell me it will fulfill  

   

The emptiness inside  

   

And replace it with lust  

   

Don't want to think things through  

   

I'll go home with you  

   

And tommorow I'll wake  

   

And leave if I must  

   

But tonight I'll just stay  

   

Drink my problems away  

   

For only a second  

   

I won't feel so crushed 
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 Black Waves

 

Black waves  

   

In my ocean  

   

Always cause  

   

Such commotion  

   

Black waves  

   

Take my boat  

   

And pull it down  

   

Black waves  

   

Don't feel pity 

    

They don't care when  

   

Things are shitty  

   

Black waves  

   

Fill my lungs  

   

And let me drown  
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 Funny

 

I can joke about my insecurities  

   

I can point at them and laugh  

   

I can say they are ridiculous  

   

And play them off as silly on your behalf  

   

But behind the funny words  

   

That I use to hide away  

   

I can feel the way they hurt  

   

I can feel how much they weigh  

   

I'll put on a confident smile  

   

I'll poke fun at myself despite the pain  

   

But I'm deceiving everyone  

   

To avoid having to explain  
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 Who Would've Guessed

She's bitchy

And rude

And way too crude

She curses like a sailor

Who would've guessed

That the sweet little girl

With blonde bouncing curls

Would grow up to be such a wreck

Who would've guessed

That she'd go out and party

Paint her face like slutty Barbie

Barely dressed

Who would've guessed

Craving love and attention

Anything to distract from the tension

Of being so depressed

Who would've guessed

No one could've seen

That she'd end up so obscene

A total hot mess

Who would've guessed

But now here we are

It isn't so bizarre

In a world is so grotesque

Anyone should've guessed
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 Lonely

 

I'm always alone  

   

I want you to kiss me  

   

To take me home  

   

I want us to intertwine  

   

Into something more  

   

Do I want to be loved  

   

Or do I just want to be adored 
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 Her

I sink into her eyes 

   

Sipping on our wine  

   

I try to see as she does  

   

So I can try to satisfy  

   

The pain in her heart  

   

The noise in her mind  

   

Let me fill the space  

   

Her worries don't yet occupy  
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 Thinking Like Children Do

 

Waiting for a hero to save the day  

   

Waiting for a hero to take you away  

   

Waiting for something  

   

That will not come true  

   

Thinking like children do  

   

Life's not a fairy tale  

   

There's no happy endings  

   

Grow the fuck up  

   

And just stop your pretending  

   

I used to be  

   

Used to be just like you  

   

Thinking like children do 
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 Pretty Is

Pretty is what I tend to be

Pretty is cozy

Pretty is me

Pretty is warm

Pretty is kind

Pretty is always on my mind

Pretty is lovely

Pretty is hope

Pretty is a downward slope

Pretty is happy

Pretty is ache

Pretty is forgetting that I'm a mistake

Pretty is distracting

Pretty is a cover

Pretty is hiding what I don't want to be discovered

Pretty is a liar

Pretty is fraud

Pretty is my favorite facade
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 Shut Down

 

Thinking in poetry  

Thinking so woefully 

I want to stop thinking 

And play a clown 

   

Shut my head up 

Pour some wine in my cup  

Tommorow I'll regret 

Shutting it all down 

   

But tommorow is non existent  

Though awfully persistent 

Who needs Sunday morning 

When Saturday is still around 

   

I could die tonight  

But that would be alright 

Because at least I know 

I won't die with a frown
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 Running Away

 

You look like yourself  

   

But your somebody else  

   

Please tell me if it's worth it  

   

To throw your values away  

   

So that you can go play  

   

In an illusion of perfect  

   

Don't tell me I'm wrong  

   

For moving on  

   

While you stay glued in place  

   

Don't try to start a fight  

   

When you know that I'm right  

   

For trying to get away  

   

You can play pretend  

   

But we know how it ends  

   

In a huge roaring fire  

   

So you can stay  

   

But I'm running away  
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Cause I'm too damn tired 
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 Me

You are inescapable 

You are at every turn 

The monster in my closet 

The past I can't deposit 

The fears that I wish to unlearn 

You were so beautiful to be 

A beauty I wish to unsee 

Seeing beauty in pain 

I'll relive you again 

As I try to forget you were me 

I want to believe you weren't me 

Though I know you were always me 
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 Dream

-

Where have the nights gone 

Counting sheep til dawn 

Please just fall asleep 

Louder louder 

Spiraling deep 

Who are you 

And what am I 

Do you walk inside my mind 

Open doors locked for a reason 

This is treason 

It's fucking treason 

Do you love to denounce yourself 

Are you worse than anyone else 

Get off your high horse 

No that's not it 

That's wrong of course 

What's the opposite of a high horse 

Get off your low horse 

That seems forced 

I think we may be rambling 

This mind is eggs 

We're scrambling 

Grab a plate 

Fill up on the dread 

When did I get out of bed 

Wakey wakey 

Noisy head
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 Happy Smiles Factory

  

If you're feeling low 

I know a wonderful place to go 

Happy Smiles Factory 

Always open, rain or snow 

It's where frowns disappear 

There are no worries and no fears 

At Happy Smiles Factory 

We will personally wipe your tears 

We have rides and candies galore 

So many fun surprises in store 

At Happy Smiles Factory 

You'll forget your pain at the door 

So come one, come all 

To buy a smile, give us a call 

At Happy Smiles Factory 

You'll never notice your downfall  
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 Lovely Smiles

Lovely smiles

She tries to reconcile 

With herself again

She tries to make a friend

Lovely cowers

She doesn't have the power

So she grabs a pen

What a comedian

Forget

Let go

She knows

She knows, she really should

But sometimes sadness feels to good

And to familiar

Lovely smiles

Pretends not to feel vile

So she can hide her fears

And dry her blatant tears

How long's it been

A month, a year, or 25

She writes to keep the pain alive

Despite the seasons

Lovely smiles

One that goes for miles

But you see her break

She writes every mistake

Lovely smiles

But can't forget her trials

Pen can't be erased

Ink all over her face
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 Death And The Broken/Kisses From the Reaper A Two Part

Poem

He ran his boney fingers through my cotton candy fine hair

He looked in my eyes and he saw my despair

The moribund girl can be so hard to bear

But Death is my friend who has always been there 

Life healed my body but he's inside my soul

My hair thickened slowly, but I still coughed up coal

Inside I'm a sick child who just needs to be consoled

Death holds my hands and he holds the controls 

A kiss on the head as I stuggle to sleep

A fear loudly whispered, no one else hears a peep

Tired nights and tired thoughts that never fail to make me weep

Death has the my heart, and he wants it to keep 

Promises that one day he'll take me away

Sometimes I want to go, but then I wish I could stay

I know he is waiting for when we can really play

I gave Death my friendship, what more can I say

-

-

Kiss my face as I melt away into my darkest days, my darling dear 

Hold me close as I turn to smoke and drift away from what once seemed clear 

Let your lips turn to a smile as I fall for awhile and slowly become engulfed in my fears 

Show your true colors, that we never loved one another, and you reveled in the moment when I
disappeared
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 Bitch Like You

I'm my own kind of bitch 

I know that for sure 

I push people's buttons 

I win fucking wars 

But I don't ever throw the first bomb 

No that's up to you 

You want Vietnam 

You want to make me feel small and cowardly 

And maybe you're right, maybe I am 

But I shout mighty insults back at you powerfully 

Your lack of imagination is what I can't stand 

It's okay if you hate me 

I hate me too 

But what I really don't get about you 

Is how you can stand your goddamn self 

Cause if we're a bitch like you 

I'd kill myself
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 Nerves 

Cracks in the sky

Eyes in the cracks

Watch me stumble

Never look back

Monsters who gossip

I'm a damn sight 

They laugh with their mouths

They chew with their eyes
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 ?love?

crushing weight on my shoulders 

cracking pressure in my head

should love feel so heavy

should it be oozing red

i can't see through the punches

i didn't know what else to do

should i be bruised and bloody

should it hurt missing you
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